Congratulations to the Minority Peer Counselor Program for 40 successful years!

The Minority Peer Counselor Program is one of the finest mentorship programs in the country. It is a testament to Brown's open community and progressive leadership that such a program has already been in existence for forty years. Each year, many tremendous student leaders create safe spaces in residence halls and across campus for classmates from around the world to learn from and explore questions of identity.

MPCs foster essential and candid discussions of self and social justice. They train each class of Brown students to understand privilege, learn from difference, and challenge injustice.

As another organization on campus that attempts to foster student leadership, UCS looks up to the MPC program. Each year, UCS draws some of its strongest leaders from this program’s ranks. The MPCs on UCS provide a unique perspective by examining the effects of UCS and University policy on different campus and local communities.

We look forward to continuing to work alongside the MPC program and the Third World Center to help advance the missions of openness, inclusion, and understanding.

With respect and admiration,

The Undergraduate Council of Students Executive Board

Todd Harris, Sam Gilman, Maahika Srinivasan, Sazzy Gourley, Malika Williams, Alex Drechsler, Alana Bhatla, Kiera Peltz, Andrea Wistuba Behrens